Hi-Hose Watering System

- Keeps watering hose off of the floor and out of the way
- Labor-saving, cost-cutting, efficient
- Kits available for 50, 75 and 100 foot greenhouses
- Includes: coupled 5/8” “Blue Ribbon” hose w/ anti-kink hangers preinstalled, swivel pulleys, galvanized aircraft cable, wire rope clamps, and a turnbuckle
- Hundreds of systems in use
- Assembly instructions included

*NOTE: Kit HH-100 requires a center support and either 2 faucets (one at either end); or a splitter at the center of the greenhouse.

6320  High Hose Kit   50 foot
6322  High Hose Kit   75 foot
6324  High Hose Kit  100 foot
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